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WEDDING VIDEO PACKAGES:

Package #1 - (ENCHANTED ISLAND)
Includes:
 -   5 DVDs (completely edited wedding video) + 1 Blu-Ray
-   Filming with 2 camera (only during the procession to the altar & during the toast)
-   Recording and editing of wedding ceremony and reception
- Production of creative video clip with the best moments from the wedding
- Video clip of the best moments of the wedding in MPEG4 format (Dropbox)
- 1 Pen Drive (completely edited wedding video in MPEG 4 - 1920*1080 format in a DROPBOX 
LINK to be downloaded).
Investment: $1,900.00

Package #2 - (OLD SAN JUAN BREEZE)
Includes: (everything mentioned in the package above + )

- Love Story – The couple would provide me with no more than 115 photos, which will be edited              
with music and will be shown during the wedding reception.
- 2 BLURAY DISCS (completely edited wedding video in high resolution)
Investment: $2,300.00

Package #3 - (RAIN FOREST DREAM)
Includes: (everything mentioned in the package above + )

- Couple’s Shooting: Will be edited to be shown during the wedding reception
- Love Story – The couple would provide me with no more than 115 photos, which will be edited            
with music and will be shown during the wedding reception along with the Couple’s shooting.
- 3 BLURAY DISCS (completely edited wedding video in high resolution)
- 1 Pen Drives + 1 Link (DROPBOX) (completely edited wedding video in MPEG 4 format)
Investment: $2,700.00

Package #4 - (BEACH FRONT BEAUTY)
Includes: (everything mentioned in the package above + )

- Recording and editing of Rehearsal Dinner video
- 5 BLURAY DISCS (completely edited wedding video in high resolution)
Investment: $3,150.00

Note:  Video will be delivered to the couples destination within 5-6 months after the wedding date. 
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